Press Note
“You are the hero of the film of your own life therefore write its script carefully” –
renowned Film actor Ashish Vidyarthi says to Suryadatta Students during the seminar on,
‘Future Belongs to you’; Suryadatta Knowledge Management Initiative
Or
Students Should acquire ability to differentiate good scripts & bad Script of Life.- –
renowned Film actor Ashish Vidyarthi says to Suryadatta Students during the seminar on,
‘Future Belongs to you’; Suryadatta Knowledge Management Initiative

The students of Suryadatta Group of Institutes, witnessed another shining facet of the personality of
Renowned film actor Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi as a motivational speaker and a trainer. Recently Mr.
Ashish Vidyarthi visited Suryadatta Group of Institutes and established an instant rapo with more than
thousand students while guiding them on the topic, “Future belongs to you”. He had woven his
address very skillfully as a dialogue with the students through questions- answers and as a backdrop
of his address he selected a typical film making process which generated lot of interest among the
students. He told them to give respect to anyone and everyone who is with you. For good script
writing, he asked the students what are the qualities required? The answers were imagination,
creativity, communication and action.
Mr. Vidyarthi elaborated on these points. Only creative minds can get the idea of good script. Good
script can become reality with good communication skills. He said the foundation of the script of your
life is what you think about yourself and what you want to be in your life. The starting point of such
creativity is inspiration and motivation from the role models. It’s everybody’s responsibility to dream
about bright future. And along with this, there is a responsibility to understand and respect the
dreams of others. Once the script is ready you have to start the ground work and this requires your
confidence and faith in yourself.
He advised the students acquire the ability to differentiate between good script and bad script and
where to add the spices of different flavors, in this good script to make the life more interesting. The
various characters who are playing roles in your script of life are your parents, teachers, friends and
society by large. Except for the parents, rest of the cast, you have to select very carefully, because
they contribute for the successful script…….. Life.
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He emphasized the students that the beginning of each mission is minuscule just like ‘Gangotri’
becoming ‘Ganga’. Here he explained Zen philosophy. The opportunity knocks your door once and if
you miss it, you missed it forever, so don’t drop the ball and begin now and here itself.
Once the script is written, that is, you have decided what you want to be in your life and start making
the film, you should ensure the melodious music for it. Don’t imagine to include the things in the film
of your life which are not realistic otherwise it may lead to depression and frustration. This sequence
should follow now with action and implementation. Action means ‘Act On It’ and when you are acting
on your script never give up. Giving up is not the solution of the problem.
Once the film of your life is getting completed you have to get involved into editing and editing means
to make the changes, amendments, improvement for betterment.
If you write such a script, he said I assure you the film of your life will be a huge hit after it is released
and release means starting of your career. Starting the career means your partnership with the
corporate world and the success of your partnership depends on your capability and uniqueness. You
should be an asset to the company whichever selects you to continue your partnership with them. He
concluded his address by saying if the students write the script of their life by taking care of the tips
given by him the ‘Future Belongs to Them’.
On this occasion, Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi was felicitated by the Founder President and Chairman Prof.
Dr. Sanjay B. Chordiya and Secretary, Mrs. Susham Chordiya of Suryadatta Group of Institutes, by
conferring on him ‘Suryadatta Excellence Award 2016’, for his outstanding contribution to Indian
Cinema, Theatre and Television and also for the enrichment of the society through his role as a
trainer and motivational speaker. The entire program was organized and managed by the students of
Events Management discipline of Suryadatta Institute of Mass Communication and Events
Managements (SIMCEM).

Suryadatta Students gave standing ovation and expressed their gratitude to Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi for
explaining Success Mantra in simple words.

For Suryadatta Group of Institute
Ms.Gayatri Raipure

Enclosed 3 Photographs:
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Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi renowned Indian Cinema, Theater and television personality during the seminar
on, ‘Future Belongs to You’
(Left to Right – Mrs. Sushama S. Chordiya, Mrs. Sudha Nair, Prof. Dr. Sanjay B. Chordiya, Founder
President and Chairman Suryadatta Group of Institutes, Pune, Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi, Mr. Siddhant
Chordiya, Prof. Sudhansh Chatterjee.

Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi renowned actor Indian Cinema, Theater and television personality while
interacting with Suryadatta Students and staff member during the seminar on, ‘Future Belongs to
You’
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Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi renowned Indian Cinema, Theater and television personality while interacting
with Suryadatta Students and staff member during the seminar on, ‘Future Belongs to You’
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